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5th March:
12th March:
2nd April:
5th April:
16th April:
26th April:

Togs Day - Preschool
Otorohanga South School Gala
Good Friday - HOPSCOTCH CLOSED
Easter Monday - HOPSCOTCH CLOSED
End of School Term One
Alternative Anzac Day - HOPSCOTCH CLOSED

Swimming at Preschool
Over the past couple of weeks the children at Preschool have enjoyed the
opportunity to visit the town pools. This is planned to offer children an
understanding of how to be safe around water. They were also given time to gain
confidence, with a whole lot of fun thrown in because that’s a big part of
learning. This has only been possible with the help of parent support, so a BIG
THANK YOU once again to all of the parents that offered their time. We will
continue to offer this opportunity each year as it’s very valuable to be safe
around water.

Policies for review
The following policies are due to be reviewed: Hand Washing,
Internet & Email, Maintenance and Policy Writing. Please take the
time to read them and provide feedback to any of the staff. Thank
you.

Slip, Slop, Slap and Wrap

September to April is when the ultraviolet radiation from the sun’s rays is
most intense in New Zealand. This is a reminder to you about sun protection
for your children. We ask that you bring a named sunhat for your child. Please
ensure your children’s shoulders are covered and they do not wear string
singlets. Children not wearing a hat or appropriate clothing are required to
play in allocated shaded areas or indoors. Hopscotch will provide and apply
SPF30+ sunscreen as required. If your child requires alternative sunblock to the
one we provide please bring your own named bottle. As we will also be
increasing our water play please also ensure a change of lighter weight NAMED
clothing and a towel in their bag.

Junior Tennis Coaching at the Otorohanga Tennis Club

Junior Coaching has started on Wednesdays from 5pm for an hour session.
This is aimed at over 7 year olds and runs to the end of March.
The cost is $20 per child for the entire course - an absolute bargain!!! It's OK if
you're not able to attend every week. Racquets available if you need.

Please
contact
Do nna
on
0 27
20 6
66 44
or
otorohangatennis@gmail.com for more information and to sign up.

e mail

Family Updates

Early Learning Centre
We welcome Apisai, Isla, Maika, Marleigh-Rose and Max to the Early
Learning Centre.

Preschool
We welcome Amaya, Ellita, Hamish & Sophie from the Early Learning
Centre.
We farewell Zoya who is off to continue her learning journey
at school.

Staff Updates
 We’re excited to welcome Laura Nicol to our reliever’s list. Laura

is a fully qualified and registered ECE teacher who is taking a
break from working in a permanent position and has become a
reliever in the local Waikato region.

Carpentry at
Hopscotch
We’re developing our carpentry area at the ELC and donated resources would be
awesome to help us along the way. We’re looking for lids, caps, bottle tops, wood
rounds, bark, washers, buttons, beads, cotton reels etc.
Carpentry is an important part of our curriculum and can support learning across
all strands of Te Whāriki. In particular, children’s developing capability to be
expressive is supported in the Communication strand, where they discover and
develop different ways to be creative and expressive. It is also supported in the
Exploration strand, where children gain confidence and control of their bodies,
especially in the fine movements associated with using tools.
Carpentry can help children to:
gain increasing control over their bodies, hand–eye coordination, manipulative
skills and muscular strength
analyse, evaluate and apply solutions to problems and to develop their understanding of technology
develop mathematical and scientific skills, e.g. understanding of length, size,
balance, and force. Children learn to observe, predict and experiment
express their creativity in a 3-dimensional way
learn to share and cooperate as they work together with the materials
increase language development skills as they learn names for the tools and the
processes. Creative expression allows children to design, think of, and follow a
task through to completion, giving them a sense of pride and achievement
through autonomy and self-esteem.
Our teachers support children by:
ensuring the area is safe and closely monitored (the carpentry equipment is
put away if a teacher is not able to supervise it properly)
watching them closely and making sure carpentry equipment is kept in the carpentry area
showing them how to use the tools correctly and look after them
being ready to help them if needed, e.g. to hold a hammer
playing with them and listening to them
making sure the area is well stocked with suitable wood, nails etc
allowing them to explore at their own pace
supporting them to put their own ideas into practice without taking over.
Providing for Carpentry
Our carpentry is in an area where adults can easily observe children. The carpentry bench is sturdy and at child height, with a trolley to store wood and
equipment. It is used on a hard surface, where dropped nails and small items can
be picked up. We use large magnets to make this task much easier – and it makes
it fun as well. The wood is in a range of shapes and sizes. We also use large logs
or tree trunks on the ground which are great for our young children for hammering and sawing.

